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XHaskell – Adding Regular Expression Types to Haskell Martin Sulzmann and Kenny Zhuo Ming Lu School of Computing, National University of Singapore S16 Level 5, 3 Science Drive 2, Singapore 117543 {sulzmann,luzm}@comp.nus.edu.sg



Abstract. We present an extension of Haskell, baptized XHaskell, which combines parametric polymorphism, algebraic data types and type classes found in Haskell with regular expression types, subtyping and regular expression pattern matching found in XDuce. Such an extension proves in particular useful for the type-safe processing of XML data. For example, we can express XQuery and XPath style features via XHaskell combinators. We have implemented the system which can be used in combination with the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.
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Introduction



Functional programming and XML processing should be a good match. Higherorder functions and parametric polymorphism equip the programmer with powerful abstraction facilities while pattern matching over algebraic data types provides for a convenient notation to specify XML transformations. In the Haskell context, there are a number of tools, for example see [29, 21], which provide support for parsing, generating and transforming XML documents. Unfortunately, XML processing in Haskell does not provide the same static guarantees compared to XML processing in domain specific languages such as XDuce [11] and variants such as CDuce [1]. These languages natively support regular expression types and (semantic) subtype polymorphism [13] and can thus give much stronger static guarantees about the well-formedness of programs. In combination with regular expression pattern matching [12], we can write sophisticated and concise XML transformations. Previous work attempts to close the gap between XDuce and Haskell but some limitations remain. For example, the work in [3] introduces a pre-processor to provide for regular expression pattern matching. On the down side, the approach is untyped and only supports lists. The combinator library to generate XML values introduced in [27] makes use of the Haskell type class system to check for correctness of constructed values. But neither destruction (pattern matching) nor subtyping among XML values is supported. There are a number of further examples [17, 16, 18] where Haskell’s type extensions are used to encode domain-specific language extensions. While these works are impressive, they often lead to less natural programs compared to writing the same in XDuce. In this paper, we introduce an extension of Haskell, baptized XHaskell, which integrates XDuce features such as regular expression types, subtyping and regular expression pattern matching into Haskell. Closely related to our work is



XMLambda [19, 22]. However, our approach is more powerful because we can express more subtyping relations involving complex types such as (a∗ | b∗ ). In addition, we also support the combination of regular expression types and type classes which to the best of our knowledge has not been studied before. We could provide the extension via a combinator library but we chose to write a new front-end (XHaskell type checker and translation scheme to Haskell) which has the advantage that we can support (domain-specific) type error messages and optimizations. Specifically, our contributions are: – We introduce XHaskell via examples and demonstrate that the combination of regular expression types with algebraic data types (Section 2), parametric polymorphism (Section 3) and type classes (Section 4) yields a highly expressive system. For example, we can express XQuery and XPath style features via XHaskell combinators. – We establish sufficient conditions which guarantee that type checking of XHaskell remains decidable (Section 5). – We have fully implemented the system which can be used in combination with the Glasgow Haskell Compiler. We have taken care to provide meaningful type error messages in case the static checking of programs fails. Our system can possible defer some static checks until run-time (Section 6.1). – We make use of GHC-as-a-library so that the XHaskell programmer can easily integrate her programs into existing applications and take advantage of the many libraries available in GHC. We also provide a convenient interface to the HaXML parser (Section 6.2). XHaskell’s static semantics is described in terms of a type-directed type-preserving translation from XHaskell to a System F style target language. For brevity, we only give a condensed presentation of the key ideas in Section 5. A complete description is given an accompanying technical report [25]. Further related work in the context of Java, C#, ML and XDuce is discussed in Section 7. Section 8 concludes.
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Regular Expression and Data Types



In XHaskell we can mix algebraic data types and regular expression types. Thus, we can give a recast of the classic XDuce example also found in [11]. First, we provide some type definitions. data data data data data data



AddressBook Person Name Tel Email Entry



= = = = = =



ABook (Person*) Person Name (Tel?) (Email*) Name String Tel String Email String Entry (Name,Tel)



The above extends data type definitions as found in Haskell. The novelty is the use of regular expression notation on the right-hand sides. In the definition of AddressBook we make use of the Kleene star * to describe an address book which



consists of an arbitrary sequence of persons. The regular expression operator ? is used to define optional types such as Tel?. Thus, each person is described by a name, an optional telephone number and an arbitrary sequence of email addresses. In our current implementation we use Haskell’s pair syntax to describe XHaskell sequences. We write () to denote the empty sequence and (x, y) to denote sequencing of x and y. Sequences admit more type equality and subtype relations than pairs. For example, sequences are associative, that is (x, (y, z)) = ((x, y), z) and () is the identity among sequences. Sequences subsume pairs and we therefore do not support Haskell style pairs in XHaskell. On the other hand lists and all other data types are still available in XHaskell. The main point of XHaskell is to enrich the Haskell language with additional XDuce features of semantic subtyping and type-based pattern matching as the following examples shows. Like in Haskell, we can now write functions which pattern match over the above data types. The following function (possibly) turns a single person into a phone book entry. pToE :: Person -> Entry? pToE (Person (n:: Name) (t::Tel) (es :: Email*)) = Entry (n,t) pToE (Person (n:: Name) (t::()) (es :: Email*)) = ()



The novelty is that we can use a combination of Haskell and XDuce style patterns to define function clauses. For example, consider the first pattern (Person (n:: Name) (t::Tel) (es :: Email*)). Like in Haskell, we can pattern match over the constructors of an algebraic data type, here Person. In addition, we use XDuce style type-based regular expression patterns to select only a person which has a name, a phone number and an arbitrary number of emails. In the body of the second clause, we use semantic subtyping. The empty sequence value () of type () is a subtype of (Entry?) because the language denoted by () is a subset of the language denoted by (Entry?). Hence, we can conclude that the above program is type correct. The translation scheme for XHaskell’s additional features is similar in spirit to the translation of type classes [8]. In target programs, we use a structured representation of values of regular expression types. For example, we use lists to represent sequences and sum types such as data Or a b = L a | R b to represent the regular expression choice operator. Thus, the source definition data Person = Person



Name (Tel?) (Email*)



translates to the target definition data Person = Person



Name (Or Tel ()) [Email]



Some readers may argue why not use the target definition in the first place. That is, use Haskell instead of XHaskell from the start. But then the programmer needs to implement subtyping and regular expression pattern matching herself. Concretely, in the body of function pToE we must insert some explicit tags, here L for the first clause and R for the second clause, to ensure that the program type checks in Haskell. These tags effectively represent (up-cast) coercions and are automatically inserted by the XHaskell compiler. Similarly, the Haskell programmer must explicitly translate regular expression pattern matching into plain



Haskell pattern matching. The XHaskell compiler will automatically insert the (down-cast) coercions, representing the regular expression pattern match, for the programmer. Hence, XHaskell’s translation scheme resembles the translation of type classes where specific uses of methods are replaced by concrete type class dictionaries. To disambiguate the outcome of matching, we employ the longest match policy. For instance, the following program removes the longest sequence of spaces from the beginning of a sequence of spaces and texts. data Space = Space data Text = Text String longestMatch :: (Space|Text)* -> (Space|Text)* longestMatch (s :: Space*, r :: (Space|Text)*) = r



The sub-pattern (s :: Space*) is potentially ambiguous because it matches an arbitrary number of spaces. However, in XHaskell we follow the longest match policy which enforces that sub-pattern (s :: Space*) will consume the longest sequence of spaces. For example, application of longestMatch to the value (Space, Space, Text ‘‘Hello’’, Space) yields (Text ‘‘Hello’’, Space). XHaskell also provides support for XML-style attributes. data Book = Book {{author :: Author?, year :: Year}} type Author = String type Year = Int findBooks :: Year -> Book* -> Book* findBooks yr (b@Book{{year = yr’}},bs :: Book*) = if (yr == yr’) then (b, findBooks yr bs) else (findBooks yr bs) findBooks yr (bs :: ()) = ()



The above program filters out all books published in a specified year. The advantage of attributes author and year is that we can access the fields within a data type by name rather than by position. For example, the pattern Book{{year = yr’}} extracts the year out of a book whereas the pattern b@ allows one to use b to refer to this book. Attributes in XHaskell resemble labeled data types in Haskell. But there are some differences, therefore, we use a different syntax. The essential difference is that attributes may be optional. For example, Book {{year = 1997}} defines an author-less book published in 1997. This is possible because the attribute author has the optional type Author?. In case of findGoethe :: Book* -> Book* findGoethe (b@Book{{author = "Goethe", year = _}},bs :: Book*) = (b, findGoethe bs) findGoethe _ = ()



the first clause applies if the author is present and the author is Goethe. The pattern (b@Book{{author = "Goethe", year = }},bs :: Book*) could be simplified to (b@Book{{author = "Goethe"}},bs :: Book*) because we don’t care about the year. In all other cases, i.e. the author is not Goethe, the book



does not have an author at all or the sequence of books is empty, the second clause applies. Another (minor) difference between attributes in XHaskell and labeled data types in Haskell is that in XHaskell a attribute name can be used in more than one data type. data MyBook = MyBook {{author :: Author?, year :: Year, price :: Int}}



This is more a matter of convenience and relies on the assumption that we use the attribute in a non-polymorphic context only. To sum up, XHaskell’s additional features of regular expression subtyping and pattern matching allow one to write expressive transformations and programs. The XHaskell programs will be more concise and readable compared to writing an equivalent program in Haskell.
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Regular Expression Types and Parametric Polymorphism



We can also mix parametric polymorphism with regular expressions. Thus, we can write a polymorphic traversal function for sequences similar to the map function in Haskell. mapStar :: (a -> b) -> a* -> b* mapStar f (x :: ()) = x mapStar f (x :: a, xs :: a*) = (f x, mapStar f xs)



In the above, we assume that type annotations are lexically scoped. For example, variable a in the pattern x::a refers to mapStar’s annotation. We can now straightforwardly specify a function which turns an address into a phone book by mapping function pToE over the sequence of Persons. data Book a = Book a* type Addrbook = Book Person type Phonebook = Book Entry addrbook :: Addrbook -> Phonebook addrbook (Book (x :: Person*)) = Book (mapStar pToE x)



Notice that the we also support the combination of regular expressions and parametric data types. Once we have mapStar it is not too difficult to define filterStar and thus we can express star-comprehension similar to the way list-comprehension are expressed via map and filter in Haskell. Star-comprehension provide for a handy notation to write XQuery style programs. Here is re-formulation of the findBooks function using star-comprehension. findBooks’ :: Year -> Book* -> Book* findBooks’ yr (bs :: Book*) = [ b | b@Book{{year = yr’}} 


Like list-comprehensions, a star-comprehension consists of a sequence of statements. Concretely, the above star-comprehension has two essential statements. The first statement b@Book{{year = yr’}} 


declare function findbooks’ ($yr, $bs) { for $b in $bs where $b/@year = $yr return $b }



where the for-clause iterates through a sequence of books, and the whereclause filters out those books were published in year $yr. Parametric polymorphism also poses some challenges. One issue is inference of type instances of polymorphic functions. For example, consider the following foldStar function for sequences. foldStar :: (a -> b -> a)-> a -> b* -> a foldStar f x (y::()) = x foldStar f x (y::b, ys::b*) = foldStar f (f x y) ys



We infer the missing pattern annotations, which are f::a->b->a and x::a, using well-established techniques [12, 9]. Thus, we can straightforwardly infer that foldStar is used at type instance (a -> b -> a)-> a -> b* -> a by applying standard local inference methods [20]. Similar methods are also applied in other languages such as GenericJava and C♯ 2.0. What makes things slightly more complicated for us is the presence of subtyping. Let’s consider an example to explain this point in more detail. Suppose we use foldStar to build more complex transformations. For example, we want to transform a sequence of alternate occurrences of a’s and b’s such that all a’s occur before the b’s. We can specify this transformation via foldStar as follows transform :: (a|b)* -> (a*,b*) transform xs = foldStar ((\x -> \y -> case y of (z::a) -> (z,x) (z::b) -> (x,z) ) :: (a*,b*) -> (a|b) -> (a*,b*)) () xs



We assume that the types of lambda-bound variables are explicitly provided. See the type annotation in the function body. The challenge here is to infer that foldStar is used at type instance ((a*,b*)->(a|b)->(a*,b*))->(a*,b*)->(a|b)*->(a*,b*) From the types of the arguments and the result type of transform’s annotation we infer the type ((a*,b*)->(a|b)->(a*,b*))->()->(a|b)*->(a*,b*) But this type does not exactly match the above type. The mismatch occurs at the second argument position. Our solution is to take into account subtyping when checking for type instances. We find that ⊢ () ≤ (a∗ , b∗ ) and therefore the above program is accepted. A second issue when combining parametric polymorphism and regular expressions is to guarantee that the meaning of programs remains unambiguous. The following function filters out all a’s out of sequence of a’s or b’s.



filter filter filter filter



:: (x (x ()



(a|b)* -> b* :: b, xs :: (a|b)*) = (x, filter xs) :: a, xs :: (a|b)*) = filter xs = ()



The question is what happens if we use filter at type instance (C|C)* -> C* where C is some arbitrary type? XHaskell functions are type-checked and translated independently from any specific use site. This is clearly important to ensure modularity. The consequence is that we unexpectedly may filter out all C’s if we apply filter to a sequence of C’s. On the other hand, the monomorphized version filterCC filterCC filterCC filterCC



:: (x (x ()



(C|C)* -> C* :: C, xs :: (C|C)*) = (x, filterCC xs) :: C, xs :: (C|C)*) = filterCC xs = ()



will not filter out any C’s at all. To summarize. The issue is that a polymorphic function used at a monomorphic instance may behave differently compared to the monomorphized function. To be clear, there are no (type) soundness issues. A solution is to reject ambiguous uses of filter by checking the instantiation sites. The instance (C|C)* -> C* is ambiguous whereas the instance (A|B)* -> B* is clearly fine (that is unambiguous). At the moment, we accept potentially ambiguous types. We believe that this is acceptable because our main goal is to strive for expressiveness and soundness without limiting the set of acceptable programs.
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Regular Expression Types and Type Classes



XHaskell also supports the combination of type classes and regular expression types. For example, we can define (*) to be an instance of the Functor class. instance Functor (*) where fmap = mapStar



In our next example we define an instance for equality among a sequence of types. instance Eq a => Eq a* where (==) (xs::()) (ys::()) = True (==) (x::a, xs::a*) (y::a, ys::a*) = (x==y)&&(xs==ys) (==) _ _ = False



In our third example, we show how to express a generic set of XPath operations in XHaskell. class XPath a b where (//) :: a -> b -> b* instance XPath a () where (//) _ _ = ()



instance XPath a t => XPath a* t where (//) xs t = mapStar (\x -> x // t) xs instance (XPath a t, XPath b t) => XPath (a|b) t where (//) (x::a) t = x // t (//) (x::b) t = x // t



The operation e1 // e2 extracts all “descendants” of e1 whose type is equivalent to e2’s type. In our last example, we show that it is very simple to write a pretty-printer for XML data in XHaskell using type classes and regular expression types. class Pretty a where pretty :: a -> [Char] instance Pretty a => Pretty a* where pretty xs = foldl (++) [] (mapStar pretty xs) instance (Pretty a, Pretty b) => Pretty (a|b) where pretty (x :: a) = pretty x pretty (x :: b) = pretty x instance (Pretty a, Pretty b) => Pretty (a,b) where pretty ((x :: a), (y :: b)) = (pretty x) ++ (pretty y) instance Pretty () where pretty _ = "" instance Pretty [Char] where pretty x = x instance Pretty Person where pretty (Person (n:: Name) (t::Tel?) (es :: Email*)) = "" ++ pretty n ++ pretty t ++ pretty es ++ "" instance Pretty Name where pretty (Name (s :: [Char])) = "" ++ s ++ "" instance Pretty Tel where pretty (Tel (s :: [Char])) = "" ++ s ++ "" instance Pretty Email where pretty (Email (s :: [Char])) = "" ++ s ++ ""
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Properties



The meaning of XHaskell is explained via a type-preserving translation scheme to a System F style target language. The translation of programs is driven by the type checking process which boils down to checking subtyping among types. For each pattern we need to check that the pattern type is a subtype of the incoming type. We also need to check that the type of the function body is a subtype of the function’s result type.



Source program: filter filter filter filter



:: (x (x ()



(a|b)* -> b* :: b, xs :: (a|b)*) = (x, filter xs) :: a, xs :: (a|b)*) = filter xs = ()



Proof obligations resulting from type checking: 1. ⊢ (b, (a|b)∗ ) ≤d1 (a|b)∗ , ⊢ (b, b∗ ) ≤u1 b∗ 2. ⊢ (a, (a|b)∗ ) ≤d2 (a|b)∗ , ⊢ b∗ ≤u2 b∗ 3. ⊢ () ≤d3 (a|b)∗ , ⊢ () ≤u3 b∗ Target program: filter :: [Or a b] -> [b] filter v = case (d1 v) of Just (x,xs) = u1 (x, filter xs) Nothing -> case (d2 v) of Just (x,xs) = u2 (filter xs) Nothing -> case (d3 v) of Just () -> u3 () Nothing -> error "non-exhaustive pattern" Up-/Down-cast coercions: d1 :: [Or a b] -> Maybe (b,[Or a b]) d1 [] = Nothing d1 (x:xs) = case x of (R y) -> Just (y,xs) -> Nothing ... u3 :: () -> [b] u3 () = [] Fig. 1. Translation of filter



For concreteness, we give the translation of the earlier filter function. See Figure 1. We first list the subtype proof obligations which guarantee that the program is well-typed. The first function clause gives rise to ⊢ (b, (a|b)∗ ) ≤d1 (a|b)∗ because of the pattern match and ⊢ (b, b∗ ) ≤u1 b∗ because of the function body. The remaining proof obligations resulting from the second and third function clause should be clear. The idea behind our translation scheme is to extract out of each subtype proof among a proof term (coercion).Specifically, we use up-cast coercions u for the



translation of subtyping and down-cast coercions d for the translation of pattern matching among parametric regular expression types. A source expression of type a∗ translates to a target expression of type [a] and (a|b) translates to Or a b. 1 Thus, down-cast coercion d1 emulates the regular expression pattern match in the first clause and up-cast coercion u3 injects the empty sequence (represented via the unit type in the target program) into the source type b∗ . The full details of the translation process are described in [25]. To obtain decidable type checking, we must impose the following two restrictions: – We only support non-nested data types. – Subtyping does not extend to type classes. We explain both points in more detail below. We say that a data type (definition) is non-nested iff data T a1 ... an = K t1 ... tm | ... and each occurrence of some data type T ′ in ti , whose associated declaration T’ a1’ ... ak’ = ... is in a strongly connected component with the above declaration, is of the form T ′ b1 ...bk where {b1 , ..., bk } ⊆ {a1 , ..., an }. We say a type t is non-nested if it is not composed of any nested data types. For example, the non-nested definition data T a = Leaf (Maybe [a]) |



Internal (T a) (Maybe Int) (T a)



is accepted but we reject the nested definition data T2 a = K (T2 [a])



Nested definitions are problematic because they may lead to non-termination when checking for subtyping. For example, the subtype proof obligation ⊢ T 2 a ≤ T 2 b reduces to ⊢ T 2 [a] ≤ T 2 [b] and so on. For similar reasons, we impose the restriction that subtyping does not extend to type classes. Recall the declarations class Eq a where (==) :: a -> a -> Bool instance Eq a => Eq a* where ...



Suppose some program text gives rise to Eq (a,a). In our subtype proof system, we find that ⊢ a ∗ → a ∗ → Bool ≤u (a, a) → (a, a) → Bool We apply here the co-/contra-variant subtyping rule for functions which leads to ⊢ (a, a) ≤ a∗ . The last statement holds. Hence, we can argue that the dictionary 1



In fact, we use our “own” list type for the translation of the Kleene star. Otherwise, we may possibly encounter overlapping instances in the translated program (though there were none in the source program). For example, the target instance Pretty [a] resulting from the source instance Pretty a* overlaps with the instance Pretty [Char]. We can easily avoid such issues by declaring newtype XhsList a = XhsList [a] and use XhsList a instead of [a]. For convenience, we will stick to standard Haskell lists in the main text.



E for Eq (a, a) can be expressed in terms of the dictionary E ′ for Eq a ∗ where E = u E′. This suggests to refine the type class resolution (also known as context reduction) strategy. Instead of looking for exact matches when resolving type classes with respect to instances, we look for subtype matches. Then, resolution of Eq (a,a) with respect to the above instance yields Eq a. The trouble is that type class resolution becomes easily non-terminating. For example, Eq a resolves to Eq a and so on because of ⊢ a ≤ a∗ . We have not found (yet) any simple conditions which guarantees termination under a “subtype match” type class resolution strategy. Therefore, we employ a “exact match” type class resolution strategy which in our experience is sufficient. Thus, we can guarantee decidability of type checking. XHaskell supports type inference in the sense that we exploit local type information, for example provided in the form of user annotations, to infer the type bindings for pattern variables and the type instance at the use site of a polymorphic function. We briefly touched on this issue in Section 3. In XHaskell, we use standard local inference methods [12, 9, 20]
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Implementation



We have fully implemented the system as described so far. The XHaskell compiler [30] consists of a type checker and translator. We apply the type-directed translation scheme (sketched in the previous section) and generate Haskell code which compiles under GHC. In the future, we may want to directly compile to GHC’s internal GHC’s Core language which is a variant of System F. In the following, we discuss a number of topics which concern the practicality of our system. 6.1



Type Error Support



A challenge for any compiler system is to provide meaningful type error messages. This is in particular important in case the expressiveness of the type system increases. The XHaskell compiler is built on top of the Chameleon system [26] and thus we can take advantage of Chameleon’s type debugging infrastructure [23, 24] to provide concise location and explanation information in case of a type error. The following program has a type error in the function body because the value x of type (B|A)* is not a subtype of the return type (B|C)*. data A = A data B = B data C = C f :: (B|A)* -> (B|C)* f (x :: (B|A)*) = x



The compiler reports the following error.



ERROR: XHaskell Type Error Expression at: f (x :: (B|A)*) = x has an inferred type (B|A)* which is not a subtype of (B|C)*. Trivial inconsistencies probably arise at: f :: (B|A)* -> (B|C)* f (x :: (B|A)*) = x



The error report contains two parts. The first part says that a subtyping error is arising from the body of function f, namely the expression x. The second part points out the cause of the type error. We found literal A in x’s inferred type, which is not part of the expected type. This is a very simple example but shows that we can provide fairly detailed information about the possible cause of a type error. Instead of highlighting the entire expression we only highlight subexpressions which are involved in the error. As an extra feature we can post-pone certain type checks till run-time. Let’s consider the above program again. The program contains a static type error because the value x of type (B|A)* is not a subtype of (B|C)*. In terms of our translation scheme, we cannot derive the up-cast coercion among the target expression because the subtype proof obligation ⊢ A ≤ C cannot be satisfied. But if x only carries values of type B* the subtype relation holds. Hence, there is the option not to immediately issue a static type error here. For each failed subtype proof obligation such ⊢ A ≤ C we simply generate an “error” case which then yields for our example the following up-cast coercion. u :: [Or B A] -> [Or B C] u (L b:xs) = (L b):(u xs) u (R a:xs) = error "run-time failure: A found where B or C is expected"



The program type checks now but the translated program will raise a runtime error if the sequence of values passed to function f consists of an A. The option of mixing static with dynamic type checking by “fixing” coercions is quite useful in case the programmer provides imprecise type information. In case of imprecise pattern annotations we can apply pattern inference to infer a more precise type. The trouble is that the standard pattern inference strategy [12] may fail to infer a more precise type as shown by the following contrived example. g :: (A,B)|(B,A) -> (A,B)|(B,A) g (x :: (A|B), y :: (A|B)) = (x,y)



It is clear that either (1) x holds a value of type A and y holds a value of type B, or (2) x holds a B and y an A. Therefore, the above program ought to type check. The problem is that pattern inference computes a type binding for each pattern variable. The best we can do here is to infer the pattern binding {(x : (A|B)), (y : (A|B))}. But then (x,y) in the function body has type (A|B,A|B) which is not a subtype of (A,B)|(B,A). Therefore, the above programs fails to type check. The problem of imprecise pattern inference is well-known [12]. We can offer a solution by mixing static with dynamic type checking. Like in the example above, we generate an up-cast coercion u2 out of the subtype proof obligation ⊢ (A|B, A|B) ≤u2 (A, B)|(B, A) where we use “error” cases to fix failed subtype



proofs. This means that application of coercion u2 potentially leads to a runtime failure (for example, in case we try to coerce (B, B) to (A, B)|(B, A)). But the case (B, B) never applies because the incoming types is (A, B)|(B, A). Hence, either case (1) or (2) applies. Hence, for our example there will not be any run-time failure For the above example, we additionally need to fix the subtype proof ⊢ (A|B, A|B) ≤ (A, B)|(B, A) resulting from the pattern match check. This check guarantees that the pattern type is a subtype of the incoming type. Out of each such subtype proof we compute a down-cast coercion to perform the pattern match. In case of ⊢ A ≤ B the pattern match should clearly fail. We can apply the same method for fixing up-cast coercions to also fix down-cast coercions. Each failed subtype proof is simply replaced by an “error” case. The pattern match belonging to the failed subtype proof ⊢ A ≤ B is fixed by generating \x -> error "run-time failure: we can’t pattern match A against B"



In our case, we fix ⊢ (A|B, A|B) ≤ (A, B)|(B, A) by generating d2 :: Or (A,B) (B,A) -> Maybe (Or A B, Or A B) d2 (L (a,b)) = Just (L a, R b) d2 (R (b,a)) = Just (R b, L a)



Notice that there are no “error” and not even any “Nothing” cases because each of the two components of the incoming type (A, B)|(B, A) fits into the pattern type (A|B, A|B). 6.2



Integration of XHaskell with GHC and HaXML



One of the critical factor for the acceptance of any language extension is the availability of library support and how much of the existing code base can be re-used. XHaskell makes use of GHC-as-a-library [7] to allow XHaskell programmer to access other Haskell modules/libraries. The XHaskell user simply uses the familiar import syntax and the XHaskell compiler will gather all type information from Haskell modules/libraries. We had to extend the existing (typechecking) functionality of GHC-as-a-library to be able to access Haskell type class instances. Below is an example which shows how to integrate XHaskell with an existing code base. module RSStoXHTML where import import import import



IO RSS XHTML XConversion



-----



Haskell IO module RSS XHaskell module generated by dtdToxhs rss.dtd XHTML module generated by dtdToxhs xhtml.dtd XHaskell module defining parseXml and writeXml etc



filepath1 = "rss1.xml" filepath2 = "rss2.xml" row :: (Link, Title) -> Div row (Link link, Title title) = Div ("RSS Item", B title, "is located at", B link)



filter_rss :: Rss -> Div* filter_rss rss = [ (row (l,t)) | (Item ( , , ,



(t :: Title) (ts :: (Title|Description)*) (l :: Link) rs )) 


main :: IO () main = do (rss1 :: Rss) 


Our implementation comes with a tool called dtdToxhs which we use here to automatically generate XHaskell datatypes from the RSS and XHTML DTD specifications, for example RSS, Link, Title, Div etc. We can then import these data types into our main application. Another XHaskell module XConversion provides two functions parseXml :: String -> IO Rss to read and validate the RSS (XML) document and writeXml :: Xhtml -> IO () to store the XHTML values into a (XML) file. We read and print from standard I/O. Therefore, we import the Haskell module IO. We make use of GHC-as-a-library to extract type information out of the imported Haskell module IO. We use this information to type check and translate the XHaskell program parts. Function filter rss extracts all Item elements out of the RSS document. For each Item element we call function row to generate an XHTML Div element which has the title and the link of this item. We make use of XQuery and XPath-style combinators to extract the immediate child elements of type Item. The main function finally generates an XHTML document in which part of the body content is generated using function filter rss. For instance, given the input file rss1.xml as follows,    









http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~luzm/xhaskell   



and rss2.xml as follows,    
http://www.haskell.org/ 



 



executing the program RSStoXHTML yields the following XHTML document,  This document is generated by RSStoXHTML converter, a program written in XHaskell. 
  RSS Item XHaskell is located at http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~luzm/xhaskell 
  RSS Item Haskell is located at http://www.haskell.org 
 



To provide for easier integration of XHaskell with HaXML legacy code, we provide two XHaskell library functions toHaXml and fromHaXml to convert data from its XHaskell type representation to HaXml type representation and vice versa. Suppose that haxml row is HaXml legacy function which generates a Div element out of a Link element and a Title element. Then we can redefine the function row from above as follows. import MyHaXmlLib (haxml_row) row’ :: (Link, Title) -> Div row’ x = fromHaXml (haxml_row (toHaXml x))
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Related Work



In the introduction we have already discussed related work in the context of Haskell. In the context of ML, the work in [4] introduces OCamlDuce which is a merger of OCaml and XDuce. The focus of OCamlDuce is to develop a type inference algorithm to infer types for the OCaml components and most of the XDuce components in a global flow analysis style. The system does not support the combination of parametric polymorphism and regular expression types. There are a number of works [6, 14, 15] which extend Java and C# to guarantee type-safety of XML transformations. One of the main aspects of these works is the integration of regular expressions types with the object model in Java and C#. Close to our work is Cω [2], a language extension of C# to provide first-class support for the manipulation of semi-structured data. Cω is defined in terms of a type-preserving translation scheme to C# and supports a more limited subtyping relation among semi-structured data compared to our system. A novel feature of our work is the integration of parametric polymorphism and regular expression. The only prior work we are aware of are is in the context of XDuce [10, 28]. Our system can support a richer set of parametric polymorphic types involving regular expressions. See the examples in Section 3. A detailed



study of the issues involved in combining parametric polymorphism and regular expressions is beyond the scope of this paper. The study of improved type error support in the context of regular expression types has only attracted little attention. We are only aware of the work in [5] which proposes a static analysis to check for unused regular expression patterns. This appears to be orthogonal to our type error diagnosis methods. It would be interesting to extend the work in [5] to the combination of regular expressions and data types.
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Conclusion



We have presented an extension of Haskell which combines parametric polymoprhism, algebraic datatype, type class, regular expression types, semantic subtyping and regular expression pattern matching. We have fully implemented the system which can be used in combination of GHC. Our experience so far shows that the system is highly useful in practice. We also provide for an interface to GHC and HaXml to make use of existing libraries and legacy code.
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